
Golf Smart Stock Miss Matrix
Miss Cause Primary Fix Secondary Fix or Object Fix

•  Slice
•  Right
•  Weak shot
•  Toe contact
•  Left path

•  Open club face
•  Forward lunge
•  Steep arms
•  Cast (elbow or wrist)

•  Jackson 5 (more weight in left side)
•  Sequence (initiate downswing with 
hips)
•  Motorcycle
•  Zorro loops
•  Extend arms (primarily lead)

•  Grip more in the fingers, less in the palm
•  Strengthen grip (more closed face bias)
•  Possible C-Posture
•  Minimize sway from foot or hip
•  Square shoulders (could be open)
•  Gate Drill

•  Hook
•  Block
•  Heel 
contact
•  Right path

•  Early extension
•  Early trail side tilt
•  Extension instead of 
flexion
•  Cast (trail elbow)
•  Hands behind body

•  Merry go round 
•  Left shoulder down in transition
•  Motorcycle
•  Chest turn through ball
•  Wipe of trail arm

•  S-posture
•  Minimize sway from foot or hip
•  Grip too strong
•  Reverse Gate Drill

•  Fat /heavy
•  (hitting 
the ground 
before the 
ball)

•  Sequence (long clubs)
•  Cast
•  Sway
•  Too much tilt  (short 
clubs)

•  Sequence Sequence (initiate 
downswing with hips)
•  Chest turn through release
•  Motorcycle
•  Hands left through release
•  Wipe of trail arm

•  Minimize sway from foot or hip
•  Set up  - too much side tilt away from target
•  Towell/Card Behind
•  Famous Line Drill
•  2 Tees

•  Thin
•  (picking the 
ball, taking no 
divot)

•  Stand up
•  Lunge
•  Tilt right
•  Open club face
•  Cast
•  Bend arms through 
release
•  Hang Back

•  Chest Down 
•  Weight Left
•  Trail elbow bend
•  Both elbows straighten to follow 
through
•  Motorcycle

•  Tension at set up in arms/shoulders
•  Grip in the palms
•  Work on backswing shoulder plane and not 
standing up
•  Famous Line Drill
•  2 Tees

•  Pop up 
(driver)

•  Lunge/axis tilt •  Jackson 5
•  Trail arm bend longer than irons
•  Chest over trail leg
•  Motorcycle

•  Set up - open shoulders, or level hips
•  Work on loading the right hip in backswing
•  Shaft in Ground to identify upper body location

•  Power!! •  Backswing load
•  Limited ROM
•  Limited Speed/Effort
•  Cast

•  Jackson 5
•  Merry Go Round
•  Side Bend
•  Flatten/Zorro
•  Downswing load core/shoulders/
wrists

•  Grip
•  Tension
•  Backswing length for arm dominant swings
•  Not swaying for hip dominant swings
•  Gate or Line with power moves

•  Consistency •  Move off the ball
•  Movement Up
•  Sequence
•  Scoop wrists
•  Bend arms

•  Thorax moving too much laterally 
or vertically
•  Sequencing - starting downswing 
with hips and weight shift
•  Hand Path (flat spot/left)
•  Chest Turn through the shot
•  Motorcycle

•  Minimize sway from foot or hip
•  Grip in palms
•  Trail arm elbow straightening or shoulderinternal 
rotaiton preventing good delivery position
•  Work on backswing shoulder plane and not 
standing up
•  Gate Drill     or     2 Tee Drills

Key  Transition movements = RED Release = GREEN  Object = PURPLE

Primary Fixes will attack the direct cause of a problem, but they may take more patience to fix since they are downswing issues and usually connected 
to either how you create speed, how you control the face, or how you control the path.  

Secondary Fixes will be set up and backswing changes that will influence the ability to implement the Primary Fix.  They are better short term and 
immediate solutions, but ultimately won’t fix the problem in the long term.
Object Fixes will create spatial awareness so that you can dial in the corrective movements.


